By appropriate selection of two or three wavelengths, intensity differences can be used for obtaining directly the electron density distribution (i.e. the arrangement of atoms) for parts of a crystal structure. Application to macromolecules and amorphous binary substances appear feasible. 
X-rays taken from a synchrotron source can be tuned over a wide range in A. For using anomalous scattering effects [1] close to K or L absorption edges A c , special conditions for intensity collection can be met. The method briefly described below uses symmetry conditions imposed on the real (a) and imaginary part (b) of the x-ray atomic scattering factor defined by 
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it follows via straight-forward arguments that the scaled intensity differences
Oel -0e2 permit computing a Fourier transform J
The real part L\ 2 c(U) of (3) Step 2 (which can also be applied to Za 2 s (u) alone) yields the true symmetry of the complete structure, including enantiomer or polarity. This step comprises a partial structure analysis without "knowing" phases. If only one e-atoms exists, step 1 is unnecessary and step 2 trivial, with results m similar to [5] . In this case ^ <?n(f) follows directly from the diffraction intensity differences AizQi) and yl23 (b) (or A 12(h) alone) without knowledge of phasest. A computer program has been implemented which performs step 2 (from Eq. (6) or from Li2s(u)).
